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Abstract
Menurut pakar “puitika linguistik” Roman Jakobson (1959), puisi pada hakikatnya
mengelak terhadap penerjemahan.  Namun, fakta menunjukkan bahwa penerjemahan
puisi bisa dan lazim dilakukan di mana saja.  Makalah ini, dengan menggunakan
tinjauan struktural seraya mengacu pada ikonisitas lingual dan sastrawi, mencoba
mencermati penerjemahan puisi, dan menunjukkan adanya tiga kategori: (a)
penerjemahan yang mustahil, (b) penerjemahan yang musykil, dan (c) penerjemahan
yang subtil.  Kategori pertama menghasilkan ikon sastrawi yang berantakan; kategori
kedua menghasilkan terjemahan yang sekadar mengantar “pesan” dari puisi asli dalam
Bahasa Sumber (BSb); dan kategori ketiga menghasilkan terjemahan puisi yang diterima
sebagai “warga baru” dalam khasanah sastra Bahasa Sasaran (BSs).  Jadi, hanya
kategori ketigalah yang merupakan “penerjemahan puisi yang hakiki.”

Kata kunci:  penerjemahan puisi, ikonisitas lingual dan sastrawi, penerjemahan yang
mustahil, penerjemahan yang musykil, penerjemahan yang subtil.

Roman Jakobson (1959), the well-known scholar in linguistic poetics, believes that
poetry is by defintion untranslatable.  However, the fact indicates that poetry translation
is a common practice world-wide. This paper using a structural approach with major
reference to linguistic and poetic iconicity  tries to take a close look at poetry translation,
and points out that it falls into three categories: (a) the impossible translation, (b) the
difficult translation, and (c) the subtle translation.  The first category produces broken
poetic icons; the second catagory produces a translation that simply serves to convey the
“message” of the original poem in the Source Language (SL); and the third category
produces a translation that is well accepted and celebrated as “a new member” of the
poetic genre in the Target Language (TL).  Thus, only the third category deserves the
term “true poetry translation.”

Key words:  poetry translation, linguistic and poetic iconicity, impossible translation,
difficult translation, subtle translation.

INTRODUCTION
Poetry translation has always been a great challenge to translators.  Unlike everyday speech
which generally observes the principle of arbitrariness (i.e., there is no logical connection
between form and meaning), poetic language tends to be iconic (i.e., the form and meaning are
often closely connected).  Translating non-poetic, everyday language is reproducing in the target
language (TL) the closest natural equivalent of the source language (SL) message, first in terms
of meaning and secondly in terms of style (Nida & Taber 1969:12).  The objective of translation
is thus producing an equivalent, arbitrary text that reads or sounds natural in the TL.  By
contrast, poetry translation, according to Barbaresi (2002:121), requires the translator to
preserve double correspondence, that is, to preserve both the meaning and form of the SL text in
the translation.  Since each language is a unique system, preserving double correspondence is
practically impossible; and the only way out is to prioritize either the meaning or the form.  This
is in line with the earlier Jokobsonian postulate: “phonemic similarity is sensed as semantic
relationship”; and therefore, “poetry by definition is untranslatable” (Jakobson 1959 [1992]:
151).  A stronger statement is given by Bonnefoy (1989 [1992]:186).
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The answer to the question,  “Can one translate  a  poem?” is  of  course no.   The
translator meets too many contradictions that he cannot eliminate; he must make
too many sacrifices.

Referring back to Barbaresi’s proposal of double correspondence, if the translator preserves the
meaning,  he  has  to  sacrifice  the  form;  and  if  he  preserves  the  form,  he  has  to  sacrifice  the
meaning.  Hence, poetry translation is “uphill work,” owing to the iconic tendency pertaining to
poetic language.

The iconicity in poetry is best captured by Perrine & Arps’s Sound and Sense (1984), an
introductory textbook to English poetry.  In fact the phrase “sound and sense” refers a long way
back to the famous line by Alexander Pope (1688-1744): The sound must seem an echo to the
sense.  In phonology, the phenomenon of sounds suggesting meaning is known as sound
symbolism.  The nonsense verbal joke “a freep is a baby frobe” is an example of sound
symbolism: the high front vowel [i:] and the voiceless bilabial stop [p] in freep, suggesting
‘smallness’, are put in contrast with the mid back rising diphthong [ou] and the voiced bilabial
stop [b] in frobe, suggesting ‘bigness’.  In poetry, the phenomenon of sounds suggesting
meaning is known as euphony and cacophony (Perrine & Arp 1984:200-5).  The former implies
“smooth and pleasant sound”, as illustrated by So smooth, so sweet, so silvery is thy voice.  The
latter suggests “rough and harsh sound”, as illustrated by All day the fleeting crows croak
hoarsely across the snow.  Note that the smooth and pleasant sound in the former example owes
to the repetitive use of fricative sounds plus long vowels and diphthongs, whereas the rough and
harsh sound in the latter example owes to the repetitive use of voiceless stops combined with the
liquid [r].

Still related to iconicity are poetic devices, such as rhyme and alliteration, which
strengthen  the  relationship  between  sound  and  sense.   An  end  rhyme  together  with  the  same
rhythm, as illustrated by I think I’ll never see / A poem as lovely as a tree, ties the two lines into
a phonologically coherent whole—although syntactically the first line is a complex sentence
ending  in  a  transitive  verb,  taking  a  long  NP  object  placed  in  the  second  line.   In  a  similar
manner, alliteration gives a good flow to poetry reading, as illustrated by Carl Sandburg’s poem:
Was ever a dream a drum / or a drum a dream? / Can a drummer drum a dream / or a dreamer
dream a drum?  Notice the repetition of the consonants dr_m in this stanza, which leads the
reader to move easily from one line to another.  The examples provided in this introductory
section are not meant to be complete or exhaustive.  They are given simply to demonstrate that
form and meaning in poems are related to each other in a specific way, making them sound
iconic and hence making poetry translation a hard and challenging task.

The present paper, focusing on iconicity as an essential feature in poetry and taking a
rigorous structural approach, investigates poetry translation and finds out three translation
categories: (a) the impossible translation, (b) the difficult translation, and (c) the subtle
translation.  The data selected as illustrative examples are poetry translation from English into
Indonesian and vice versa, and also from Javanese into English.  In addition, English poems
translated from “unknown” Persian originals are also chosen as illustrative examples for the
third category.

THE IMPOSSIBLE POETRY TRANSLATION
If a poem is written on the basis of a highly rigid metrical pattern, then the translation into
another language, especially a genetically distant language, will produce a “text” equivalent
only in meaning, but not in form.  As an example, consider the following classical Javanese
poem (taken from Wedhatama, attributed to Mangkunagara IV) and its English translation by
Robson (1990:24-5).
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(1) i 8   a Tan samar pamoring suksma
ii 11  i Sinukmaya winahya ing asepi
iii 8   u Sinimpen telenging kalbu
iv 7   a Pambukane warana
v 12 u Tarlen saking layap-liyeping ngaluyut
vi. 8   a Pindha pesating supena
vii 8    i Sumusuping rasa jati

(2) He sees unclouded the union of the soul,
Piercing the illusion, it is revealed to him in stillness;
Locked in the depths of his heart
Is the lifting of the veil;
It is so different from the twilight twixt sleep and waking;
With the swiftness of a dream
The full meaning dawns upon him

The local name for the original Javanese poem in (1) is tembang or ‘sung-poetry’, since the text
is  a  poem-and-song  at  the  same  time.   This tembang belongs  to  the  so-called pangkur genre,
with a very rigid metrical pattern.  On the left side of the tembang text,  the  small  Roman
numbers indicate the lines; the Arabic numbers indicate the number of syllables in each line;
and the vowels indicate vowel quality at the end of each line.

Line (i) consists of 8 syllables ending in /a/; line (ii) consists of 11 syllables ending in /i/;
line (iii) consists of 8 syllables ending in /u/; and so forth, through the last line.  In traditional
Javanese poetics, the “rule for syllable numbering” is called guru wilangan,  and the “rule  for
vowel qualities assignment” is called guru lagu.  In fact, guru lagu, literally meaning “rule for
singing”, signifies the genre of a given tembang text—in this case pangkur (see Darnawi 1982).
Semantically as well as poetically, the original text sounds vague and mysterious to most
Javanese speakers today, owing to the abundant use of classical or kawi vocabulary, much use
of classical passive structure, and pervasive alliteration pertaining to the whole poem.  In fact,
the text sounds not only highly literary but also somewhat like mantra, and is therefore often
performed as part of janturan or poetic narrative (see Sukatno 1993:90) and even as suluk or
chant (Soedarko1991:58-9) in wayang performance.  Considering that suluk texts are mostly
selections from Old Javanese literature (Padmosoekotjo 1978), the use of the above poem as a
suluk text implies that it is given higher poetic prominence and greater literary prestige.

By contrast, the English translation in (2) conveys only the message of the original, losing
all the poetic features as well as the local literary significance of the original.  Also, the aura of
mantra is gone.  The original is clouded in mystery, but the translation stands ‘naked’ with all
the meaning revealed in the clear.  Briefly, the English translation, while it sounds eloquent as a
TL text, is more of semantic transfer rather than poetic renditioni; and, with reference to
iconicity, it is one vivid example of the impossible poetry translation.

Also impossible to translate are poems belonging to the so-called poems for the eyes.  An
example of these is John Hollander’s “Swan and Shadow,” written in 1969 (see The Norton
Anthology of Poetry, 1983:796).  Topographically, the poem presents itself in the form of a
swimming swan and its shadow.
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From the topography above, it is obvious that “Swan and Shadow” is a strongly iconic poem.
The question is: is it possible to translate this English poem into Indonesian?  To answer this
question, let’s “deconstruct” the swan—only the swan, but not its shadow—into a regular text.

(3)  Dusk.  Above the water hang the loud files.  Here.  O so gray then. What?  A pale signal
will  appear.   When?   Soon  before  its  shadow  fades.   Where?   Here  in  this  pool  of
opened eye.  In us.  No.  Upon us.  As at the very edges of where we take shape in the
dark air, this object bares its image awakening—ripples of recognition that will brush
darkness up into light …

Below is an Indonesian translation (by the writer) of the “deconstructed” poem:

(4)  Senja.  Di atas air mengambang karang kenangan.  Di sini.  O begitu kelabu saat itu.
Apa?  Sebuah tanda putih-pasi akan mengada.  Kapan?  Segera sebelum lenyap
bayang-bayangnya.  Di mana?  Di sini, di kolam cendera mata.  Di dalam diri kita.
Tidak.  Di atas kita.  Ketika di ujung paling-sana kita menjati-diri pada rembang cuaca,
wujud ini muncul seakan citra bangun-terbuka—riak kenal-sua yang akan mengusir
gelap ke dalam cahaya …

Setting the iconicity aside, it is clear that the “deconstructed” poem is translatable into
Indonesian.  However, if the Indonesian version is put back into the “swan topography”, the
result is not an elegant swan, but a horrible water-bird.
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Thus, the poem is translatable linguistically, but not topographically.  This is probably due to
the fact that many monosyllabic words in the English original are replaced by bisyllabic or
trisyllabic words in the Indonesian translation, not to mention the different syntactic structures.

In traditional Javanese literature, the 20 characters in the Javanese syllabic writing
system are made into 4 groups, each being given local, culturally reflective interpretation in the
form of 4 poetic expressions, as follows:

(5)  ha-na-ca-ra-ka : hananing cipta rasa karsa
da-ta-sa-wa-la : datan salah wahyaning lampah
pa-dha-ja-ya-nya : padhang jagade yen nyumurupana
ma-ga-ba-tha-nga : marang gambaraning bathara ngaton

The 4 poetic interpretations are translatable into English as the following:

(6) Present here are the thought, feeling, and intention.
There is nothing wrong with the pace of time.
Then your inner world gets enlightened when you encounter
The appearance of God clad in human image

Let’s begin by taking a look at the two sets of data in (5): the 20 characters on the left and their
local interpretations on the right.  The 20 characters, as noted earlier, are divided into 4 lines,
each consisting of 5 characters.  These 4 lines of characters are accordingly given 4 lines of
interpretations on the right, each consisting of 4 words.  Parts of these 4 words are printed in
bold and italics, highlighting the presence of the 5 characters in each line.

Interestingly, the insertion of the 5 characters into the lines on the right makes 2 different
patterns.  The first pattern applies to the first 3 lines, where the first 2 characters occur in the
first word and the next three characters occur at the beginning of the following three words.
More clearly, the pattern can be seen as follows: [[ha-na] [c] [ra] [ka]] / [[da-ta] [sa] [wa] [la] /
[[pa-dha] [ja] [y] [ny]].  The second pattern applies  only  to  the  last  line:  [[ma]  [ga-ba]  [tha]
[nga]].  This variation of sound or signifier structuring at the phonological level is probably
meant to avoid monotony, which may result in boredom.

Notice further that this variation in phonology goes nicely together with the variation in
syntactic structure.  As can be seen from the translation, the first 2 lines are complete sentences;
but the 3rd line is a main clause followed by a subclause ending in a transitive verb, taking an
NP object in the 4th line.  Represented in label bracketing, they look as follows: [Main Clause]
[Main  Clause]  [Main  Clause  [Sub-]] [-Clause].  To sum up, the 4 lines on the right are in
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uniform in that each of them consists of four words.  However, taken together as a “text”, these
4 lines are varied in “phonological play” and in syntactic structure.  Semantically, as can be seen
again from the translation, it is a coherent text; and stylistically, this text sounds very elegant in
Javanese.

Now moving ahead and looking at the English translation in (6), what parts of the SL
Javanese text remains?  The message and the syntactic structure remain; the elegant literary
style is well maintained; but the “phonological play” is gone.  In effect, the “literary game”
which stands out prominently in the SL text is totally lost in the translation.  Moving further and
deeper into the local culture, the original four poetic expressions in Javanese script are taken as
the “raw materials” for drawing the wayang character Semarii (see Appendix 1)—the God of
virtue and justice living among the five Pandawa brothers, both as their servant and their moral
guide.  Like Hollander’s “Swan and Shadow”, the iconic illustration of Semar in Javanese script
is not translatable into any other language, especially when the Javanese script is replaced by the
Roman alphabet.

THE DIFFICULT POETRY TRANSLATION
Works of great poets are always appealing to translators.  In Indonesian literature, Chairil
Anwar (1922-1949) has remained influential on the development of modern Indonesian poetry.
Is was no surprise therefore that Burton Raffel (1993), an American expert in Indonesian
literature, translated all Chairil Anwar’s literary works into English, producing the book The
Voice of the Night.   From this  book,  I  would  like  to  pick  up  the  translations  of  three  poems:
“Dipo Negoro” [sic], “Rumahku”, and “Derai-derai Cemara”—translated into “Dipo Negoro”,
“My House”, and “Whispering Pines” respectively.  Each poem will not be discussed in whole;
but only ‘appealing’ parts in it are cited, presented together with their English translations.

Let’s start with “Dipo Negoro” and take a look at the following lines, together with their
English translation.

(7) Ini barisan tak bergenderang berpalu
Kepercayaan tanda menyerbu

Sekali berarti
Sudah itu mati

Maju

Bagimu Negeri
Menyediakan api

(8) These soldiers don’t attack because drums summon them
But because faith drives them on

To mean something, once
Then die

Forward!

Your country has built you
A fire

Notice that so much is missing in the English translation: the rhymes and poetic equivalence
(length of lines) pairing the “couplets” in the original, and hence the rhythm and also the “spirit”
giving sparks to these lines.  The translation problem here, besides owing to arbitrariness
pertaining to words as linguistic signs, is also due to differences in syntax.  English is a subject-
prominent language, as made obvious by the presence of explicit subjects in the translation,
whereas in Indonesian the subject may remain vague, as shown in the original poem.  Briefly,
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this is an example of very difficult poetry translation; the translated version succeeds in
preserving the message equivalent, but not the poetic equivalent, of the original poem.

A similar  problem encountered  by  the  same  translator  can  be  seen  in  the  translation  of
“Rumahku” or “My House”, another well-known poem by Chairil Anwar.  The first four
couplets of the original and their translation are presented in (9) and (10) respectively.

(9) Rumahku dari unggun timbun sajak
Kaca jernih dari luar segala nampak

Kulari dari gedong lebar halaman
Aku tersesat tak dapat jalan

Kemah kudirikan ketika senja kala
Di pagi terbang entah ke mana

Rumahku dari unggun timbun sajak
Di sini aku berbini dan beranak
…..

(10) My house is built of heaped-up poems
Clear glass through which you can see everything

I run away from the huge home, with its huge yard
I’m lost there, I don’t know which way to go

I pitch a tent in the twilight
In the morning I fly away, who knows where

My house is built of heaped-up poems
Here’s where my wife and children live
…..

The translation in (10) sounds a bit better than that in (8), especially in keeping the rhythm of
the original.  However, like that in (8), the rhyme pattern [a a / b b / c c / a a] in the original (9)
is  also missing in the translation (10).   As noted earlier,  when it  is  impossible  to  preserve the
double correspondence, the translator has to sacrifice either the meaning or the form.  Here in
(10), he preserves the meaning and sacrifices the form.  And yet, the second line of the third
couplet has been mistranslated.  Let’s take a closer look at the error—marked with an asterisk
(*), repeated here as (11) and (12).

(11) Kemah kudirikan ketika senja kala
Di pagi terbang entah ke mana

(12) I pitch a tent in the twilight
In the morning *I fly away, who knows where

I would assume that the translation I fly away in the third couplet is probably motivated by I run
away in the second couplet, hence both making semantic parallelism.  However, while
“semantic violation” (i.e., I fly) in poetry is made possible by “poetic license”, logical
interpretation should take precedence.  The question is: what is the subject of terbang ‘fly’ (in
Di pagi terbang entah ke mana)?  In my opinion, allowing the rule of logic, the subject is the
tent, not the persona I.  Thus, (12) should be revised into (13).

(13) I pitch a tent in the twilight
In the morning it is blown away, who knows where

Note that I  fly  away seems to suggest happiness, but it is blown away suggests vain and
emptiness.  Logically, the revised translation is more acceptable; and rhetorically, it is more
supportive of the unity and coherence of the poem.  The feeling of emptiness in the third couplet
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goes nicely with the feeling of getting lost in the second couplet.  The mistranslation is probably
caused by the flexible syntactic structure in Indonesian: Di pagi (aku / ia [kemah itu]) terbang
entah ke mana.  A further relevant question arises: is the ambiguity here “accidental” or
“intentional”?  In my opinion, it is accidental; and therefore “logical interpretation” wins over
“semantic violation”.

The third or last examples picked out from The Voice of the Night are the first two stanzas
(out of three) of “Derai-derai Cemara” or “Whispering Pines”.

(14) cemara menderai sampai jauh, fir trees rustle into the distance.
terasa hari akan jadi malam, I feel day becoming night.
ada beberapa dahan di tingkap merapuh, branches scratch at the little window,
dipukul angin yang terpendam. pushed by some unseen wind.

aku sekarang orangnya bisa tahan, I can stand it, now:
sudah berapa waktu bukan kanak lagi, it’s been a long time since I was a child—
tapi dulu memang ada suatu bahan, but once, once there was something,
yang bukan dasar perhitungan kini. that, now, counts for nothing at all

While the translation of “Rumahku” or “My House” in (13) is semantically defective because of
the wrong translation of the third couplets, the semantic rendition of “Derai-derai Cemara” in
(14) seems quite successful—but with a few critical notes.  Perhaps the most difficult semantic
rendition pertains to the third and fourth lines of the first stanza, whose literal translations are
given in (15).

(15) … …
ada beberapa dahan di tingkap merapuh, branches scratch at the fragile window,
dipukul angin yang terpendam. hit by some unseen wind.

From the literal translation, it is clear that in the original version there is some “violence” when
the fragile window is hit by  some  unseen  wind.   However,  in  the  actual  translation  the
“violence” is gone.  To accomplish the closest natural equivalent in English translation, the
literal translation is rejected, resulting in the actual translation (repeated below) as (16), with
lexical adjustment highlighted in bold.

(16) cemara menderai sampai jauh, fir trees rustle into the distance.
terasa hari akan jadi malam, I feel day becoming night.
ada beberapa dahan di tingkap merapuh, branches scratch at the little window,
dipukul angin yang terpendam. pushed by some unseen wind.

Through the lexical adjustment, the whole stanza sounds naturally English.  Thus even at the
signified or semantic level,  sacrifice  must  be  made.   That  is,  wheareas  the  lexical  adjustment
helps to produce a natural equivalent in English, it throws away the notion of “violence” in the
original.  In sum, the original stanza conveys melancholy with some violence; but the translation
keeps only the melancholy without violence.

The hard effort to keep semantic equivalence in the second stanza shows up in the
excessive use of punctuation in the translation, as made clear through the discussion of (17).

(17) aku sekarang orangnya bisa tahan, I can stand it, now:
sudah berapa waktu bukan kanak lagi, it’s been a long time since I was a child—
tapi dulu memang ada suatu bahan, but once, once there was something,
yang bukan dasar perhitungan kini. that, now, counts for nothing at all

As for the punctuation marks, the original version uses only 3 commas (,) at the end of the first
three lines and 1 full  stop (.)  at  the end of  the last  line.   In  contrast,  the translation uses (a)  5
commas (,): 1 near the end of the first line, 2 in the middle and at the end of the third line, and 2
near the beginning of the last line; (b) 1 colon (:) at the end of the first line, and (c) 1 dash (—)
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at the end of the second line.  Overall, the translation looks “very busy” with punctuation marks.
The result of this over-use of punctuation is the good semantic equivalent in the translation.

Nevertheless, in spite of all the hard efforts to keep the meaning intact, the translation
suffers most from losing the rhyme.  The melancholic nuances in the original are conveyed by
means of semantic, syntactic, and phonological manipulation—producing two stanzas with two
rhyme patterns: [a-b-a-b] [c-d-c-d].  On the other hand, to keep the melancholy, the translation
can only rely on semantic and syntactic manipulation.  The failure to manipulate the
phonological aspects in the translation results in the total loss of the rhyme.  In effect, when we
read the translation, we can only feel the melancholy at the signified level, but we lose the
phonological beauty at the signifier level.  The explanation of this “poetic defect” obviously
goes back to the Saussurean principle: linguistic signs are arbitrary.

To recapitulate, Burton Raffel’s laborious attempts to render Chairil Anwar into English
has only been a partial success.  The intricate linguistic form-and-meaning in poetry makes
translation very difficult.  The requirement for preserving double correspondence on the part of
the translator is not only problematic, but also dilemmatic.  If he gives priority to form, he has to
sacrifice the meaning, and hence betraying the SL message.  If he gives priority to meaning, he
has to sacrifice the poetic features, and hence losing the literary quality.  This reminds us of the
well-known Italian saying traduttore, traditore or “the translator is a betrayer”, which suggests
that giving priority either to form or to meaning is inevitably an “act of betrayal”.  The question
arising is: is it totally impossible to preserve double correspondence in poetry translation?  Is it
thus an absolute necessity for the translator to become a betrayer in poetry translation?  Answers
to these questions are to be given in the last section of this paper.

THE SUBTLE POETRY TRANSLATION
Among many attempts in poetry translation, some turn out to be quite successful.  The poem
“Huesca” by John Conford was translated by Chairil Anwar into Indonesian with the same title,
well preserved both in terms of meaning and form—as can be seen in the following first two
stanzas, taken from the four stanzas of the original and the translation.

(18) Heart of the heartless world, Jiwa di dunia yang hilang jiwa
Dear heart, the thought of you Jiwa sayang, kenangan padamu
Is the pain at my side, Adalah derita di sisiku,
The shadow that chills my view Bayangan yang bikin tinjauan beku.

The wind rises in the evening Angin bangkit ketika senja,
Reminds that autumn is near. Ngingatkan musim gugur akan tiba.
I am afraid to lose you Aku cemas bisa kehilangan kau,
I am afraid of my fear Aku cemas pada kecemasanku.

A close look at the original poem and its rendition into Indonesian reveals that this is indeed an
excellent translation, as characterized (a) by preserving the equivalence in lexical choice, in
poetic message, and in style; and (b) by preserving parallelism at the syntactic and semantic
levels.   Criticism  may  be  directed  toward  the  [a  b  c  b]  rhyme  pattern  in  the  original  being
replaced by [a  b b b]  in  the first  stanza and by [a  a  b b]  in  the second.   However,  despite  the
difference in rhyme patterns, the rhythm as well as the tone and atmosphere of the original are
very nicely preserved in the translation.  Damono (2003) considers this translation to be “the
most faithful translation” of literary works done by Chairil Anwar.  In short, this translation is a
rare, or indeed a very rare, example of the successful attempt in preserving double
correspondence.  The message and literary quality of the original are truly well preserved in the
translation: a good poem in English is “recreated” into a good poem in Indonesian.

The key word here is “recreate” or “recreation”.  Jakobson (1959 [1992]:151) suggests a
similar term, “creative transposition”.  It means that the translator should try hard to keep the
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“spirit” of the original poem while giving it “new flesh” in the TL.  Likewise, Bonnefoy (1989
[1992]:191-2) advises translators to translate poems which are inspiring, and further adds, “If a
work does not compel us, it is untranslatable”.  More clearly, Vieira ((1999:105) in Munday
2001:169) states,

The translation of a creative text … is always recreation.  … it is not only meaning that is
translated but the sign itself in its all corporeality (sound properties, visual imageries, all
that makes up the iconicity of the aesthetic sign).

Along this line of argument, Munday (ibid. p. 168) points out that the legendary poet Ezra
Pound (1885-1972) always kept “seeking to energize language by clarity, rhythm, sound and
form, rather than sense”.  In sum, iconicity in poetry, being juxtaposed with a creative literary
act, goes far beyond onomatopoeia and sound symbolism; it suggests the presence of linguistic
sign in its totality, living in its own way rather than referring to objects in the outside world.
Thus poetry translation is considered successful if it succeeds in preserving the original “poetic
iconicity”.

In English literature, the well-known example of successful poetry translation is The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam.  The anonymous translation was first published in 1859, and
became  popular  several  years  later  as  it  was  discovered  by  D.  G.  Rossetti  and  other  literary
scholars in 19th century England.  The translator, Edward FitzGerald (1809-1883), then became
so occupied with this work that he revised it again and again.  The Dover Edition (1990)
includes the complete sets of the first and fifth editions, noting that this work is not really a
translation proper but rather a free adaptation of the rubaiyat (quatrains) by Omar Khayam
(1048-1122), a notable Persian poet.  FitzGerald was accordingly regarded as “creating what
was essentially a new work of English poetry”.

To  see  FitzGerald’s  “re-creative  act”  in  progress,  it  would  be  judicious  to  compare  one
quatrain from the first edition (19) and its revised translation (20) in the fifth edition.

(19) Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the bough,
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse—and Though

Beside me singing in the Wilderness—
And Wilderness is Paradise enow.

(20) A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,
A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread—and Thou

Beside me singing in the Wilderness
Oh, Wilderness were Paradise now!

The capitalization in (19) and (20), which looks “obsolete” to present-day readers of English
poetry, is probably remnants of orthographic conventions from the 19th century.  Setting the
archaic capitalization aside, I will focus the discussion on more substantial linguistic aspects of
these two versions of the quatrain.  In terms of end rhyme, both versions have exactly the same
rhyme pattern: [a-a-b-a].  Likewise, in terms of semantic content, there is no difference between
(19) and (20).  However, in terms of poetic quality there is a big difference between them.

Let’s start doing the analysis at the phonemic level.  The close alliteration, i.e., repetitive
occurrence of /b/, in … Bread beneath the Bough in (19) sounds less appealing than the two
/b/’s placed in big distance from each other in (20): A Book of Verses underneath the Bough.
Going to the second line, A Flask of Wine, a Loaf of Bread … lacks phonemic equivalence that
nicely occurs in A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread … Look at the first consonant in each word in
the  former:  /f  …  w  …  l  … b/—fricative, semivowel, lateral, stop.  Now compare with their
counterparts in the latter: /j … w… l… b/—affricate, semivowel, lateral, stop.  The results are
the following.  There is only one heavy stop occurring at the end in the former, causing a
phonemic imbalance.  Conversely, there are two heavy stops occurring at the beginning and at
the end in the latter, producing a nice phonemic balance.  Thus, phonologically speaking, (20)
observes the Jakobsonian “principle of equivalence” better than (19) does.
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Furthermore, in (20), but not in (19), the principle of equivalence also holds at the
semantic level.  In (19) a Loaf of Bread stands by itself in the first line, followed by a Flask of
Wine going with a Book of Verse in the second line, giving the imbalanced pattern: [food] +
[drink  +  reading].   By  contrast,  in  (20) a Book of Verses stands  by  itself  in  the  first  line,
followed by a Jug of Wine going with a Loaf of Bread in the second line, producing a balanced
pattern: [reading] + [drink + food].

At the discourse level, the opening phrase Here with …  in  (19),  compared  with  its
absence in (20), turns out to be unnecessary.  That is, it makes the first line of (15) unnecessarily
wordy.  Also, the third line in (19) ends with a dash (—), followed by the fourth line: And
Wilderness is Paradise enow.  Thus use of dash followed immediately by the conjunction And
lacks an element of surprise.  Accordingly, the fourth line takes the linking verb in the present
tense is, simply suggesting an “imaginary fact”.  By comparison, the third line in (20) ends in
“silence”.  Then the fourth line begins with Oh, indicating wish and surprise.  Therefore this last
line takes the linking verb in the subjunctive mood were, indicating wish and dream—
emphasized by the exclamation mark (!), suggesting, “Oh, make this dream come true!”

This rigorous structural analysis is meant to show that in poetry “form” is given high
prominence for the purpose of achieving the highest possible “poetic quality”.  The comparative
analysis of quatrains (19) and (20) above clearly shows that FitzGerald has been very successful
in doing the revision.  The “violation” of the principle of equivalence at the phonological,
semantic, and discourse levels in (19) no longer occurs in (20), making the latter an excellent
translation.

Still keeping at hand the translation of The Rubaiyat by FitzGerald, it is of great
significance to find out that many quatrains in this collection turn out to be exactly the same in
both the first and fifth editions.  One of them, similar in meaning to example (20) with regard to
hedonistic flavor, is cited here as example (21).

(21) Ah, my Beloved, fill the Cup that Clears
TO-DAY of past Regrets and future Fears—

To-morrow?—Why, To-morrow I may be
Myself with Yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Years.

Just as the last line of example (20), Oh, Wilderness were Paradise now!, reveals romantic wish,
the first line of example (21), beginning with Ah, my Beloved …, conveys invitation to the
beloved with an amorous sigh.  In terms of content, both examples (20) and (21) are devoted to
the poetic theme of carpe diem, or “pluck the day”, that is, “the enjoyment of the pleasures of
the moment without concern for the future” (Webster 1989: 209).

Now let’s proceed with the structural analysis to find out whether the quatrain in (21) is
also of great poetic quality.  At the phonological level, the rhyme pattern [a-a-b-a] manifested
through the end-words clears, fears, be, years makes the quatrain sound very appealing,
particularly the –ears ending (the diphthong [iyə] followed by the approximant [r] and fricative
[s]) suggesting light music of romanticism.  Moreover, the –ears ending in the first two lines is
preceded by alliteration: the repetition of [k] in cup that clears and the repetition of [f] in future
fears,  whereas the –ear ending in the last line is preceded by the inner rhyme sev’n thousand.
Both the alliteration and inner rhyme add more rhythm to the musicality of these three –ears
endings.  In between them, the third line of the quatrain ends in the word be [bi:], where the
long vowel [i:] in this open syllable, taking along the lexical meaning of may be, reveals the
feelings of doubt and uncertainty.

This somewhat subjective interpretation of sound symbolism at the phonological level
goes nicely with accomplishments at the syntactic level.  Syntactically, the poem consists of two
sentences, intervened by a fragment.  The first sentence which begins with the vocative Ah, my
Beloved, … proceeds with the imperative fill the Cup that Clears / TO-DAY of the past Regrets
and future Fears.  The intervening fragment is the question: Tomorrow?—a shorter form of
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“What  about  tomorrow?”   The  second  sentence  begins  with Why and then proceeds with To-
morrow I may be / Myself with Yesterday’s sev’n thousand Years.  To make the three syntactic
divisions look clear, the results of this analysis are presented in (22).  The line numbers in the
quatrain are inserted as small Roman numbers: [i, ii, iii, iv].

(22) (1) [i] Ah, my Beloved, fill the Cup that Clears / [ii] TO-DAY of past Regrets and future Fears—
(2) [iii] To-morrow?—
(3) Why, To-morrow I may be / [iv] Myself with Yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Years.

As shown in (22), the first sentence in line [i] ends half-way with the transitive verb clear;
the NP object of this verb makes up the whole of line [ii].  Line [iii] begins with the fragment
To-morrow? and continues with the first half of the second sentence, ending in may be and
leaving in line [iv] the NP object plus its PP modifier.  Overall, this great variation in the length
of syntactic constructions (i.e., very long—very short—very long) serves as strong evidence for
highly skillful syntactic manipulation by FitzGerald as a great translator.

Notice also the different syntactic functions assigned to the words to-day, to-morrow, and
yesterday in the quatrain, and hence their semantic implications. To-day at the beginning of line
[ii] is the NP object of the transitive verb clears.  More obviously, let’s change the predicative
verb clears into the imperative verb clear.  Now, observe that the instruction Clear past regrets
and future fears today is very different from Clear today of past regrets and future fears.  In the
former, today, as commonly used, serves as a time adverb; but in the latter, today is “promoted”
into an NP object.  The “syntactic promotion” here implies that, in the given discourse, the word
today becomes very prominent, shown orthographically by the use of capital letters: TO-DAY.
This is indeed in full accord with the theme of carpe diem or “Take out all the joy of today, and
forget all about tomorrow”.

Going back to the poem, the word to-morrow is  used twice in line [iii].   First,  the one-
word fragment To-morrow?— representing the question “What about to-morrow?” but standing
all by itself—sounds very strong and effective.  The strength is even multiplied as the word is
printed in italics, implying worries and concerns for the future.  But they are made trivial by the
question word Why—followed by a comma (,), not a question mark (?), suggesting that worries
and concerns for the future are not significant at all.  Why not significant?  The answer is given
through the ordinary use of To-morrow as a time adverb at the beginning of the last sentence:
Tomorrow I may be / Myself with Yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Years.  That is, “tomorrow I may
be dead already”.  However, the predicative adjective “dead” is wonderfully paraphrased into
Myself with Yesterday’s Sev’n Thousand Years.

Finally, looking at yesterday in this line, one may think that it is just an ordinary use of
yesterday,  such  as  in  the  phrase yesterday’s meeting, which is a paraphrase of the meeting
yesterday.  But yesterday’s seven thousand years in the poem cannot be paraphrased into *seven
thousand years yesterday.   In other words, whereas yesterday’s meeting and yesterday’s seven
thousand years syntactically look the same, semantically they are different.  In the former,
yesterday’s is  a  “modifier”  for  the meeting; but in the latter yesterday, not yesterday’s,  is  the
“owner” of seven thousand years.   Thus,  “I  may  be  dead”  is  given  the  paraphrase  “I  may  be
myself together with yesterday that owns seven thousand years”, or more clearly “I may be
myself that is part of eternity which belongs to yesterday”.  Logically, death occurs in the
future, hence causing much fear and worry.  But in the poem with the theme of carpe diem,
death belongs to the past, hence throwing away TODAY’s fear and worry.

In summary, the syntactic and semantic feat in manipulating the time adverbs to-day, to-
morrow, and yesterday in the English translation gives no small contribution to achieving
richness and elegance in literary style.  It should be no surprise, therefore, that the quatrain has
remained the same in both the first and the fifth editions, since everything has been flawless
from the very beginning.

Now back to examples (20) and (21), these two quatrains, standing by themselves and
leaving the original Persian texts aside, sound perfectly English, with no trace of translation.
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Hence English readers no longer think of what the original Persian poems sound like.  Just as
Chairil’s “Huesca” is well accepted as a “new member” of Indonesian poetry, FitzGerald’s
Rubaiyat is also well accepted as a “new member” of English poetry.  The publication of The
Rubaiyat as one of the Dover Editions (1990) proves that FitzGerald’s translation is accorded
equal prestige to original literary works in English literature.  At this point, the concern is
beyond preserving the formal features and the poetic quality of the original; but how successful
the translation is in entering the poetic genre of the target language (TL).  Of course, very few
translated poems achieve this goal; and when they do, they are examples of subtle poetry
translation.

CONCLUSION
Iconicity in linguistics, standing as the opposite of arbitrariness, simply refers to the close
relationship between form and meaning.  Carried into poetry, iconicity has much greater
significance: the sign present in its totality, taking its own life and neglecting its ordinary
obligation of referring to “objects” in the outside world.  Owing to this literary iconicity, poetry
translation has been a very challenging but also a rewarding task (Bonnefoy (1989 [1992]:188).
Roughly, when seen from the perspective of both linguistic and poetic iconicity, poetry
translation falls into three different degrees of difficulty.  Highly iconic poems are impossible to
translate poetically; poems in general are very difficult to translate; and when subtle translation
occurs,  making  the  translated  versions  new  members  of  TL  literature,  there  are  two  possible
reasons: the translator is a great poet, or the translator is both a poet and a “great betrayer”.
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APPENDIX 1

The Orthographic Picture of Semar, the Javanese God of Virtue

Note: The Javanese script constituting the picture of Semar, as noted at the end of section 2 of
the paper, reads as follows: Hananing cipta rasa karsa / Datan salah wahyaning lampah
/ Padhang jagade yen nyumurupana / Marang gambaraning bathara ngaton,
translatable into English as the following: Present here are the thought, feeling, and
intention. /  There is nothing wrong with the pace of time. / Then your inner world gets
enlightened when you encounter / The appearance of God clad in human image.
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i  It should be noted immediately that, while the translation fails in a poetic sense, it succeeds
considerably in a linguistic sense.  That is, since the clouded and vague meaning in the original is gone
in the translation, the intended message becomes very clear to the reader.  In my own personal
experience, I had never fully understood the real meaning of Wedhatama until I read its English
translation by Robson (1990) while working on my dissertation toward the end of the 1990s.

ii   The Javanese orthographic picture of Semar is taken from Ahmadi’s (2003) paper “Dari Ha-na-ca-ra-
ka ke Sastra Macapat dan Suluk” (From Ha-na-ca-ra-ka to Macapat and Suluk Literature).


